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lemon yellow when immersed, in an evacuated tube, 
in liquid nitrogen. 
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Fig. 2 , -Absorption spectra of iron biscyclopentadienyl: 
in ethanol; -.-.-.-, in hexane: , in CCl4. 

249°. The value of Trouton's constant, 21.2, 
indicates the absence of association in the liquid. 
The data are plotted in Fig. 1. 

The ultraviolet absorption spectrum in hexane 
(Fig. 2) shows maxima at 325 and 440 ra/i, in agree
ment with values previously reported.3 The 
spectra in ethanol and methanol are practically 
identical with that in hexane, indicating little if any 
solvation by alcohols. In carbon tetrachloride, 
however, although the 440 m,u peak is little changed, 
there is a very marked increase in absorption 
below 400 liifj., as compared with solutions in the 
other solvents. The spectra obey Beer's law over a 
50-fold concentration range, and are unchanged 
after standing for several weeks in the dark. The 
spectrum of a solution of the compound in an
hydrous hydrogen fluoride, prepared without rigor
ous exclusion of atmospheric oxygen showed, in 
addition to the 440 m/x peak, maxima at 250 and 
620 mju which can undoubtedly be attributed to the 
cationic oxidation product.3 

Infrared spectra were measured with a Perkin-
Elmer Model 21 recording spectrophotometer using 
a sodium chloride prism. The spectrum of a disk 
prepared6 from the solid diluted with solid potas
sium bromide is shown in Fig. 3. In addition to the 
single C-H stretching frequency3 at 3080 cm. -1 , 
intense bands are present at 1108, 999 and 811 
cm.-1, and weaker bands at 2060, 1775, 1689, 
1410, 1257, 1190, 1045, 852 and 785 cm.-1. The 
spectrum of a solution in CS2 differs significantly 
from that of the solid only in the substitution of 
rather sharp bands at 1750, 1710 and 1677 cm."1 

for the weak bands at 1775 and 1689 cm. -1 . 
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Fig. 3.—Infrared spectrum of iron biscyclopentadienyl in solid KBr, 0.75 mg./cm. : 

Vapor pressures and vapor densities of the 
compound were measured with a quartz Bourdon 
gage.4 Two samples were used, such that one was 
completely vaporized at 190°, and the other at 290°. 
The vapor was found to obey the perfect gas law 
up to 400°; no change in pressure was observed at 
the latter temperature over a two-hour period. 
A molecular weight of 186 was calculated for the 
vapor, proving it to be monomeric and undissoci-
ated over the temperature range studied. The 
vapor pressures of the solid are best represented by 
the equation 

log Pmm = 7.615 - (2470/T) 

For the liquid 
log P m m = 10.27 - (3680/ T) 

From these equations, the following constants may 
be calculated: heat of sublimation of the solid, 
16.81 kcal./mole; heat of vaporization of the 
liquid, 11.3 kcal./mole; heat of fusion, 5.5 kcal./ 
mole; triple point, 183°; normal boiling point, 
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In a recent study,3 Lauffer has attempted to as
certain the hydrodynamic volume of protein-sol-
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vent complexes by sedimentation of proteins through 
relatively s tat ionary reference boundaries of small 
molecules. For the purpose of his investigations, 
Lauffer layered the more dense solution under the 
less dense solution in the conventional cell, inserted 
the cell into the rotor, which spins about a vertical 
axis,4 then quickly turned the axis of the rotor ver
tical, a t tached it to the drive and brought it into 
revolution. This procedure is found to produce 
very diffuse reference boundaries, whose centers 
are located with difficulty. This s tudy suggested 
the desirability of a device for forming sharp 
boundaries of small molecules in the ultracentrifuge. 
Boundaries of molecules having a molecular weight 
below several thousand cannot be separated free of 
the meniscus by existing gravitational fields, be
cause of the rapidity of flow due to diffusion as 
compared with flow due to sedimentation.5 While 
sedimentation velocity methods have been des
cribed for such molecules, which are based on 
measurements of areas under sedimentation re
fractive index gradient diagrams to determine over
all t ransport of solute,6 it is believed tha t the 
opportuni ty of observing boundary t ransport 
provided by a method for forming artificial sharp 
boundaries in the center of the ultracentrifuge cell 
might increase the precision of the sedimentation 
constant determination for small molecules. 

It was therefore decided to attempt to modify the center
piece of the existing ultracentrifuge cell, whose design and 
construction has been described in detail by Pickels.7 The 
principle followed in the present design modification is 
that of boundary sharpening by flow.8 Solvent reservoirs 
were provided in the body of the cell centerpiece outside 
the sector-shaped observation channel, and the flow of sol
vent from these reservoirs into the observation channel 
caused by the centrifugal field displaced solution downward 
into collection reservoirs. The first successful design 
adopted is shown in Fig. 1. The four oval-shaped holes 
are blind, with about 2 mm. stock left of the original 12 mm. 
thickness of the centerpiece. The two holes near the upper 
(narrower) part of the sector-shaped channel are the solvent 
reservoirs. Each of these holes was formed by boring two 
adjacent circular holes into one face of the centerpiece, and 
then milling the hole continuous at the sides as well as smooth 
at the blind end. The collection holes adjacent to the lower 
part of the observation channel were formed in the opposite 
face of the centerpiece in the same manner. Communicat
ing grooves 0.1 mm. wide were scribed in both faces of 
the centerpiece to direct the flow of solvent from the reser
voirs to the middle of the observation channel, to direct 
the flow of solution from the middle of the observation chan
nel into the collection holes, and to vent both reservoir and 
collection holes to the air space above the liquid column in 
the observation channel. The filling procedure consisted 
of the following sequence of operations: one quartz window 
assembly was placed in the cell barrel,7 peripheral packing 
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Fig. 1.—Modified ultracentrifuge cell centerpiece. 

rings of polythene were fitted to the circularly grooved por
tions of the centerpiece faces, the centerpiece was placed 
in the barrel with the collection holes down, facing the 
quartz window, and the reservoir holes were filled with 
solvent; the second quartz window assembly was fitted into 
the barrel against the centerpiece, and the cell clamped in 
the usual manner with a fiber packing and a threaded metal 
guard ring. Under only the force of gravity the cell was now 
tight, and it could be turned to any position. The sector-
shaped observation channel was now filled with solution 
through the small threaded hole in the barrel adjacent 
to the filling hole in the centerpiece. Sufficient solution 
was inserted to bring the liquid level in the observation 
channel up to the bottom of the reservoir holes, which in 
this case amounted to 0.56 cc. as compared with the cus
tomary 0.8 cc. used with a 4 degree sector angle cell. With 
solvent reservoir volume and collection hole volume equal, 
this ensured that the liquid meniscus would remain at 
the level of the bottom of the reservoir holes, even after 
these holes had emptied completely into the observation 
channel. 

When the cell had been placed in the rotor and accelerated 
to about 2000 r.p.m., the solvent in the reservoir holes, 
under the increased gravitational field, flowed into the ob
servation channel, while the collection holes filled with solu
tion. In a matter of a few seconds, the solvent reservoirs 
had emptied and the collection holes had filled, and a sharp 
boundary was produced in the middle of the cell. This cell 
in its first trials produced sharp sucrose and sodium chloride 
boundaries. A boundary of 1% sucrose in water at 2000 
r.p.m., two minutes after formation in this cell, is shown in 
Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2.—Artificially formed boundary of 1% sucrose solution 
against water. 
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The design of this cell was criticized because of the fact 
that the use of a peripheral packing ring on the grooved sur
faces of the centerpiece, which was not relieved in the 
neighborhood of the circular grooves, caused a gap else
where along the faces between the centerpiece and the two 
quartz windows.7 To study any possible effects of this gap, 
packings were tried which covered the centerpiece every
where except at the sector-shaped opening.9 On use of 
these packings with the original design just described, no 
boundary was formed, because the packings were pressed 
into the communicating grooves, thus preventing all flow. 
The grooves were enlarged until flow once again took place, 
but under these conditions complete convective mixing oc
curred, and no satisfactory boundaries could be formed. 
It thus appeared that in the original design shown in Fig. 1, 
the communicating grooves were superfluous. To prove this 
point, both faces of the centerpiece were resurfaced, and 
grooved with circular grooves at the periphery, making no 
provision for communication of liquid through straight 
grooves such as those shown in Fig. 1. In this form, the 
cell with peripheral packing rings again produced satisfac
tory boundaries such as those shown in Fig. 2. It was 
therefore clear that the flow actually proceeded through the 
gaps between the faces of the centerpiece and the quartz 
windows which were produced by the use of annular per
ipheral packing rings on an unrelieved face of the center
piece. Realizing that the mechanism upon which the de
sign of the cell had been based was not the correct one to 
explain its operation, I further investigated the need for 
collection holes in the boundary forming cell. By filling 
these holes completely with solution before assembling the 
cell, it was found that satisfactory boundaries could be 
formed without the use of collection holes. Moreover, in a 
sedimentation study of bovine plasma albumin in this cell, 
it was found that a false boundary gradually formed in the 
observation channel of the cell adjacent to the collection 
holes, which kept increasing in sharpness with time, due to 
the flow into the collection holes caused by the concentration 
gradient of protein near the bottom of the cell as protein 
piled up. I t is therefore clear that in contact with the ob
servation channel no reservoir should be available into 
which flow can take place, and the collection holes should be 
dispensed with. 

The technique for forming sharp boundaries by 
flow in the ultracentrifuge cell can be summarized 
by pointing out that in order to produce a sharp 
interface between two liquids of different density, 
it is only necessary to introduce either liquid 
slowly into the cell under an appreciable centrifugal 
field. 

In addition to the applications already men
tioned for this technique, namely, the sedimentation 
of large molecules through sharp reference bound
aries of small molecules, and the employment of 
a moving boundary technique for studying the 
sedimentation velocity of small molecules, several 
other applications are suggested. In the recently 
developed methods for the determination of the 
sedimentation constant distribution of macro-
molecules from boundary spreading experiments10-12 

it was pointed out that the distribution was ob
tained for the non-dialyzable material only. If the 
dialyzable material had been included, much of it 
would not have sedimented so as to form a bound
ary free from the meniscus. By forming a sharp 
boundary in the middle of the cell, it would be 
possible to observe the sedimentation distribution 
of the lower molecular components of a mixture as 
well, although the shortened effective height of the 

(9) The author is indebted to Dr. Edwin Boyle of the National 
Heart Institute for supplying these packings. 
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Squire, ibid. 74, 1542 (1952). 

(12) L. J. Oosting, ibid.. 74, 1548 (1952). 

cell column below the boundary available for 
sedimentation would limit the resolving power 
for the faster sedimenting components, diffusion 
remaining the limiting factor for the slowly sedi
menting components. Of particular interest is a 
study of the concentration dependence of the 
sedimentation constant under conditions of differ
ential sedimentation, e.g., when a less concentrated 
protein solution is layered over a more concen
trated solution of the same protein. This forms a 
natural extension of the studies of the concentration 
dependence of the sedimentation constant already 
reported,13 and studies of differential sedimenta
tion constants of proteins as well as studies of the 
determination of sedimentation constants for small 
molecules from moving boundary measurements 
will form the basis of future reports. 

(13) G. Kegeles and F. J. Gutter, ibid., 73, 3770 (1951), 
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Exchange of labeled chromium between hexa-
aquochromium(III) ion and three chrornium(III) 
complexes, tris-(ethylenediamine)-chromium(III) 
ion, hexakis-(urea)-chromium(III) ion, and the 
neutral complex, trifluorotriaquochrornium(III), 
has been investigated in nitric acid solutions. 
This study is an extension of the work of Menker 
and Garner1 on thermal exchange of chromium in 
chromium complexes. The generally encountered 
slowness of substitution reactions of chromium(III) 
complexes may be expected to manifest in low 
rates of exchange which may be subjected to kinetic 
study in favorable cases or which may make such 
complexes useful in the Szilard-Chalmers enrich
ment of radiochromium. 

Experimental 
Radiochromium Tracer.—Twenty-seven-day Cr51, pro

duced by (n,y) reaction on chromium metal, was supplied 
by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory on allocation by the 
U.S.A.B.C. Radiochemical purification was effected as 
described earlier1 and confirmed by half-life measurements. 

Tris-(ethylenediamine)-chromium(III) Nitrate.—The 
sulfate was made from C P . anhydrous chromium(III) sul
fate and anhydrous ethylenediamine by the method of 
Rollinson and Bailar,2 and converted to the chloride by 
crystallization from a hydrochloric acid-ethanol mixture. 
The method of Pfeiffer3 was used to convert the chloride to 
the nitrate, which was recrystallized from distilled water at 
60°. The resulting bright yellow crystalline product gave 
no test for sulfate with barium ion and no test for chloride 
with silver ion. Analysis for Cr gave 12.5%; calculated 
for Cr(en)3(N03)3, 12.4% Cr. Inasmuch as this salt slowly 
decomposes when exposed to light, the solid was stored in a 
black bottle and standard solutions were prepared immedi
ately before use. 

Hexakis-(urea)-chromium(III) Nitrate.—This substance 
was synthesized from C P . chromium(III) nitrate and urea 
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